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Abstract
A new formulation for elementary net processes and their sequential composition (concate-
nation) is given. Algebra of subsets of the monoid of processes, that is, process languages, is
developed. Analysis and synthesis problems for this algebra are stated and solved. A type of
concurrency represented in the processes is discussed, as well as relation between string lan-
guages and process languages or branching processes. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved
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1. Introduction
A process language is a set of processes. A process, although intended to be a record
of a dynamic device’s activity, will be dened regardless of any device. This is unlike
in the standard Petri net theory (cf. [1, 18, 21]) where a process is constructed for a
given dynamic device, that is, a net. Here, we rather follow the theory of formal lan-
guages where strings over an alphabet are dened independently of any automaton. This
is also the case with the trace theory [7, 14] where traces are introduced independently
of any concurrent system model, like Petri nets or co-operating automata. Pursuing this
line we attempt to reconstruct (a part of) the theory of formal languages in a Petri net
setting, but signicantly deviating from the standard one. For instance, our processes
happen to be innite too, and may represent behaviour of nets with contacts (another
approach to semantic description of nets with contacts appeared recently in [12, 20]).
The main goal is to redene notions of process and sequential composition (concatena-
tion) of processes in such a way that the resulting algebra of process languages could be
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easily developed and the problems of analysis and synthesis (probably most important
in formal languages and automata) stated and simply solved. The analysis problem
is: given a net (possibly with initial marking) nd a process language it generates,
whilst synthesis: given a process language L decide whether there exists a net gen-
erating L and, in the positive case, construct this net. These problems, preceded by
the algebra of process languages, found a simple setting and solution (Section 4) due
to a new and succinct construction of process (Section 2) and concatenation (Sec-
tion 3). Our processes, even when innite, may always be concatenated, so, this op-
eration, in contrast to the sequential composition dened in e.g. [13, 18, 24], is total.
It is also associative, thus we get a monoid of processes and, consequently, the alge-
bra of its subsets, i.e. process languages. The paper is self-contained: a few notions
concerning Petri nets that appear in the text, have their formal denitions, though
in a form diering from the standard one. Most of the concepts, results and proofs
have been obtained by simple reformulating { to the Petri nets setting { of their
analogues in the cause-eect structure theory (cf. e.g. [2{5, 9, 13, 17, 22]). The main
point, however, i.e. the analysis=synthesis problems are here new both in their set-
ting and solution. The proofs are fairly detailed apart from a few simple and evident
facts. It should be acknowledged that Marek Raczunas greatly contributed to clari-
cation of some concepts concerning processes in cause-eect structures. The list of
algebraic laws (1){(17) in Section 4 (apart from a few) has been borrowed from
[23] and reformulated to the algebra of process languages setting. This paper is an
improved and enhanced version of [6]. The improvement and enhancement (by Sec-
tion 5) are due to remarks of two anonymous referees to whom sincere thanks are
conveyed.
2. Nets and processes
We conne ourselves here to Petri nets of a limited kind: 1-safe (any place may
hold at most one token), pure (any transition is uniquely determined by its pre- and
post-set), simple (no self-loops) and with non-empty pre-set and post-set of any tran-
sition.
Denition 2.1 (Pure and simple net structure). Let X be a countable set (of places).
A transition over X is a pair q= (A; B) with A; BX; A 6= ; 6= B; A\B= ;: We admit
notation: q=A (pre-set of q), q =B (post-set of q), q =A[B, x= fq: x2qg;
x = fq: x2qg; 
X = fq: q is a transition over X g: A pure and simple net structure
over X (net, in short) is any subset of 
X : U
X : The set of places of U is denoted
XU = fx: 9q2U x2qg:
Since any net is a collection of transitions, the natural operations on nets are union
and intersection:
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Example 2.1.
U \V = ;:
Denition 2.2 (Semantics). A state is a set of places sX; and set of all states: S=2X :
Semantics of a transition q2
X is dened as a binary relation: <q=SS with (s; t)2 <q=
i qs^q\s=;^ t=(snq)[q: Semantics of a net U
X is dened as a binary
relation: <U ==
S
q2U <q=, for U 6=; and <;== ;: Reexive and transitive closure of <U =
is denoted <U =:
Since nets considered here are pure, one readily gets:
Proposition 2.1. For any transitions q; p2
X : <q=\ <p= 6= ;, <q== <p=, q=p:
Proposition 2.2. For any nets U; V 
X : (a) <U = \ <V == <U \ V =; (b) <U = [ <V ==
<U [ V =:
Proof. If U \V = ;, i.e. there is no common to U and V transition, then (a) directly
follows from Denition 2.2 and Proposition 2.1. Let (s; t)2 <U =\ <V =: Then there exist
transitions q2U and p2V such that (s; t)2 <q= and (s; t)2 <p= thus <q=\ <p= 6=;: By
Proposition 2.1: q=p thus q2U \V , hence (s; t)2 <U \V =, that is <U =\ <V = <U \V =.
Let (s; t)2 <U \V =: Then there exists a transition q2U \V such that (s; t)2 <q=. Since
q2U and q2V; we have (s; t)2 <U = \ <V =, that is <U \ V = <U = \ <V =. Therefore (a)
holds. Proof of (b) proceeds similarly.
Denition 2.3 (Firing sequence, u-computation, number of activations of a place). A
sequence of transitions (nite or not) u= q1q2 : : : (qj2
X ) is a ring sequence over X
i u=  (empty sequence) or there are states s0; s1; s2; : : : with (sj−1; sj)2 <qj= (j= 1;
2; : : :): This sequence of states is a u-computation. FSX denotes the set of all ring
sequences over X. Given a place x2X and a ring sequence u= q1q2 : : : ; dene natural
number: uj(x) =
Pj
k=1 qk (x) for j= 1; 2; : : : ; where B is the characteristic function of
a set B, i.e. B(x) = 1 for x2B and B(x) = 0 for x 62B: It is seen that uj(x) is the
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number of activations of x in the prex q1q2 : : : qj of the ring sequence u; that is, it
indicates how many times a token enters x while ring transitions q1q2 : : : qj:
Denition 2.4 (Processes). A process generated by a ring sequence u= q1q2 : : : 2FSX
is the set of transitions over Y =X  N (N is the set of all natural numbers), thus a
net over Y; dened as pr(u) =
Sjuj
j=1fqujj 2
Y g, where qujj denotes the transition qj with
each place x2qj replaced by the pair hx; uj(x)i (juj is the length of u when it is nite
and 1 otherwise), 
Y is the set of all transitions over Y: The pair hx; uj(x)i is termed
an occurrence of x in pr(u) or an event. Assume pr() = ; and pr(u) =
Y for u 62FSX :
Processes are denoted by ; ; ; : : : PR denotes the set of all processes.
Note that, unlike in Petri net theory, process is dened regardless of any Petri net.
This is like in the formal languages of linear words, where a word is dened regardless
of any generative device, e.g. an automaton. Processes are non-linear \words", possibly
innite.
Example 2.2. For the ring sequence u= q1q2q3q4 (yielded by U [V in Example 2.1)
shown below:
q1 (a) = 0; q1 (b) = 0; q1 (c) = 1; q2 (a) = 1; q2 (b) = 1; q2 (c) = 0;
q3 (a) = 0; q3 (b) = 0; q3 (c) = 1; q4 (a) = 1; q4 (b) = 0; q4 (c) = 0;
u1(a) = 0; u1(b) = 0; u1(c) = 1; u2(a) = 1; u2(b) = 1; u2(c) = 1;
u3(a) = 1; u3(b) = 1; u3(c) = 2; u4(a) = 2; u4(b) = 1; u4(c) = 2;
pr(u) = f(fha; 0i; hb; 0ig; fhc; 1ig); (fhc; 1ig; fha; 1i; hb; 1ig);
(fha; 1i; hb; 1ig; fhc; 2ig); (fhc; 2ig; fha; 2ig)g (underlined are transitions)
Pictorially,
Processes do not have to be connected nets, as shown in the following:
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Example 2.3. Anticipating the problem of generation of processes by nets, i.e. analysis
of nets, consider a net with initial state (marked by dots in places) and admitting contact
situations:
Net:
yields ring sequence
which generates the following disconnected process:
This shows that processes are dened also for nets with contacts.
Naively, one could dene process concatenation { a generalized counterpart of con-
catenation (juxtaposition) for linear words { by := pr(uv) with = pr(u); = pr(v);
u2FSX , v2FSX ; uv2FSX (if uv 62FSX then : reduces to 
Y ). But two problems,
in this case arise: (1) : would be sensibly dened for nite  only; as we show
(Example 3.1) : may be sensibly dened for innite  too; (2) more importantly,
denition := pr(uv) refers to ring sequences u; v; representing ; . Processes may
be characterized as acyclic nets with no place-branching and with suitable node num-
bering. Admitting all such objects as processes requires dening their concatenation
in terms of these objects only { without referring to dierent type of objects, like
ring sequences. So, rstly we formulate two conditions referring to  and  only
and equivalent to uv2FSX { for juj<1 (Theorem 2.1). Secondly, we shall weaken
the assumption juj<1 (Theorem 2.2), which will allow for dening
concatenation : also for innite : To this end we introduce some auxiliary
notions:
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Denition 2.5 (Stripped places, minimal and maximal stripped places). In accordance
with Denition 2.1, for a net 
Y with Y =X N (process, in particular), Y denotes
the set of all its places and for a place hx; ki2Y; hx; ki (hx; ki) { the set of transitions
having hx; ki in their post-sets (pre-sets).
 = fx: 9k hx; ki2Yg set of stripped places of ;
= fx2: 9k hx; ki=;g set of stripped minimal places of ;
 = fx2: 9k hx; ki=;g set of stripped maximal places of :
For instance, if  is the process in Example 2.2 then  = fa; b; cg; = fa; bg,
 = fag:
The following theorems provide conditions that forejudge when two juxtaposed
processes yield a \non-degenerated" process, that is, a process generated by a certain r-
ing sequence. These conditions will play essential part in Denition 3.2
(of concatenation).
Theorem 2.1. Let  and  be processes generated by ring sequences u and v;
respectively; and let juj<1. Then uv is a ring sequence if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(i) \n = ;;
(ii) \n= ;:
Parantheses in (i) and (ii) are dropped, since A\(BnC) = (A\B)nC; for any sets
A; B; C:
Proof. ()) Let uv2FSX . We prove (i). Let the opposite: \n 6= ;; that is, for
a certain x: x2; x2; x 62: Let u= q1 : : : qn; v= qn+1qn+2; : : : x2 implies that
there exists i2fn+ 1; n+ 2; : : :g such that x2qi: Let k be the least of such i’s. x2
implies that there exists i2f1; : : : ; ng such that x2qi : Let j be the greatest of such
i0s. x 62 and x2qj imply x2qj: The string uv= q1 : : : qj : : : qnqn+1 : : : qk : : : cannot
be a ring sequence. Indeed, for j= n^k = n+ 1 this is obvious, for j<n^k>n+ 1;
since qj is the rightmost member of u containing x and qk is the leftmost mem-
ber of v containing x; we have: x2qj; x 62qj+1; : : : ; x 62qk−1; x2qk : Thus, the in-
terval qj : : : qk of uv is not a ring sequence. Therefore (i) holds. Similarly (ii) is
proved.
(() Let (i), (ii) hold and let u= q1 : : : qn; v=p1p2 : : : . Since u2FSX , v2FSX then
each u-computation s00; s
0
1; : : : ; s
0
n and each v-computation t
0
0; t
0
1; t
0
2 : : : satisfy
s00 and
 t00. Dene s0 = ; t0 =  and consider (a \minimal") u-computation:
(u) sj = (sj−1nqj)[ qj for j= 1; : : : ; n (thus, (sj−1; sj)2 <qj= and sn = ) and (a
\minimal") v-computation:
(v) tj = (tj−1npj)[pj for j= 1; 2; : : : (thus, (tj−1; tj)2 <pj=):
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Dene
s0j = sj [ n for j= 1; : : : ; n;
t0j = tj [ n for j= 1; 2; : : :
To prove uv2FSX it suces to show that:
(1) s00; s
0
1; : : : ; s
0
n is a u-computation,
(2) t00; t
0
1; t
0
2; : : : is a v-computation.
(3) s0n = t
0
0:
Demonstration of (1): s0j = sj [ n = (by (u)) sj−1nqj [ qj [ n = (sj−1nqj
[n)[ qj=(since nnqj = n) = (sj−1nqj [ nnqj)[ qj= (since (A[
B)nC =AnC [BnC)(sj−1 [ n)nqj [ qj = s0j−1nqj [ qj. We have also: qj 
s0j−1 (since
qj  sj−1) and qj \ s0j−1 = qj \ (sj−1 [ n) = qj \ sj−1 [ qj\n)
= (since qj \ sj−1 = ;) qj \ n = (since qj );. Therefore (s0j−1; s0j)2 <qj= (j
= 1; : : : ; n) thus (1) holds.
Demonstration of (2): t0j = tj [ n = (by (v)) tj−1npj [pj [ n = (tj−1npj
[ n)[pj = (tj−1npj [ nnpj)[pj = (tj−1 [ n)npj [pj = t0j−1npj
[pj. We have also pj  t0j−1 (since pj  tj) and pj \ t0j−1 =pj \ (tj−1 [ n) =
pj \ tj−1 [pj \ n = ;. Therefore (t0j−1; t0j)2 <pj= (j= 1; 2; : : :) thus (2) holds.
Demonstration of (3): Let x2 s0n =  [ n. If x2 n then x2 , hence
x2 [ n = t00. Let x2 . The following implications hold: x2  ) (by (ii))
:x2 n, x =2  _ x2 . If x =2  then x2 n, hence x2 [ n = t00.
If x2  then x2 t00. Thus s0n t00.
Let x2 t00 = [ n. If x2 n then x2 , hence x 2  [ n = s0n.
Let x2 . The following implications hold: x2 ) (by (i)) :x2 n, x =2
_ x2 . If x =2  then x2 n, hence x2  [ n = s0n. If x 2  then x2 s0n.
Thus t00  s0n. Therefore s0n = t00, that is, (3) holds. This ends the proof of the
theorem.
For further considerations, we introduce another auxiliary notion:
Denition 2.6 (	(x) { number of activations of place x in ). To each net 
Y
with Y =X N (process, in particular), a function 	 :X ! N is associated, dened
as 	(x) = supfk: hx; ki 2Yg, called a number of activations of x in  (recall that
Y is the set of all places in ). Additionally, we assume 	(x) = 0 for x =2  and
	(x) =1 i x occurs innitely many times in .
Theorem 2.2. Let u= q1q2 : : : 2FSX ; v=p1p2 : : : 2FSX ; = pr(u); = pr(v); 8x2
	(x)<1; 8ijqij<1 and suppose the following conditions (i) and (ii) hold:
(i) \ n = ;;
(ii)  \ n= ;:
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Then; there exists an interleaving w of ring sequences u; v; with w2FSX . The con-
verse is false.
Interleaving of sequences u and v is any sequence w satisfying wnu= v and wnv= u,
where wnu is what remains of w after deletion of all members of u. Note that now the
sequence u may be innite: the condition juj<1 from Theorem 2.1 has been replaced
with a weaker one: 8x2  	(x)<1 but at the cost of 8i jqij<1, i.e. that each
transition occurring in u must have nite pre- and post-set. The latter condition is
assumed to hold in the rest of this paper.
Proof. Assumptions 8x2 (x)<1 and 8i jqij<1 imply the existence of a cer-
tain number of n1 such that qj \ p1 = ; for j>n1 and the existence of a certain
number n2 such that qj \ p2 = ; for j>n2, etc. One may assume n1<n2<n3<    ;
because if qj \ pk = ; for j>nk then qj \ pk = ; for j>nk +m, for any m>0
(the sequence n2; n2; : : : ; nk : : : may be nite or not). Thus, the ring sequence u may
be arranged into groups as follows:
That is, qj \ pk = ; (k = 1; 2; : : :) for j>nk , or, in other words, nodes common to
pk and to u (i.e. to qi; i= 1; 2; : : :) may occur in the prex q1 : : : qnk of u only. Indeed,
if x2 pk occurred arbitrarily far in the sequence q1; q2; : : : then, by 8i jqij<1, it
would mean that (x) =1 { a contradiction. Dene sequence w as
w= q1 : : : qn1p1qn1+1 : : : qn2p2qn2+1 : : : qnkpk qnk+1 : : : qnk+1
wk
We prove w2FSX . Let
wk = q1 : : : qn1p1qn1+1 : : : qn2p2qn2+1 : : : qnkpk (k>0)
w0k = q1 : : : qn1qn1+1 : : : qn2qn2+1 : : : qnk p1 : : : pk
prex of u prex of v
(k>0)
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Note that wk 2FSX i w0k 2FSX . Indeed, sequence w0k is obtained from wk by moving
all p1 : : : pk past the right end of the sequence q1 : : : qnk , and, by denition of the
sequence w, none of pj (j>0), inserted into the sequence u as has been done in
w, has an impact on the whole sequence u= q1q2 : : : . Certainly, uk = q1 : : : qnk and
vk =p1 : : : pk , as prexes of u and v, are ring sequences. Let k = pr(uk); k = pr(vk).
Since k  , k , we have
(a) (k \ k)n = k \ kn \ n = (by (i)) ;. We show that
(b) (k \ k)nk  (k \ k)n:
Suppose x2 (k \ k)nk; that is x 2 k \ k, x =2 k and consider the sequence
u= q1 : : : qnk qnk+1qnk+2qnk+3 : : :
no x in this sequence since x2 k
We have x =2 qj for j>nk , which, along with x =2 k , implies x =2 . Thus, x2 (k \
k)n and we have the inclusion (b). By (a) we obtain
(c) k \ knk = ;.
Similarly, since k  , we have
(d) ( \ k)n=  \ kn  \ n= (by (ii)) ;. We show that
(e) (k \ k)nk  ( \ k)n.
Suppose x2 (k \ k)nk , that is x2 k \ k; x =2 k and consider the sequence
u as above. Since x2 k , we have x =2 qj for j>nk , which, along with x 2 k implies
x2  and along with x =2 k , implies x =2 . Thus, x2 (k \ k)n and we have
inclusion (e). By (d) we obtain
(f) k \ knk = ;.
From (c) and (f), applying Theorem 2.1, we deduce w0k 2FSX , hence wk 2FSX . There-
fore, each nite prex of w is a ring sequence, thus we conclude that w is a ring
sequence too. A counterexample to the converse assertion is
u= q1q2 with q1 = c! ! a; q2 = a! ! c;
v=p1p2 with p1 = a! ! b; p2 = b! ! a;
w= q1p1p2q2; = pr(u) = hc; 0i! !ha; 1i! !hc; 1i;
= ha; 0i! !hb; 1i! !ha; 1i;
 = fa; cg;  = fcg; = fag. Thus, w2FSX but \ n = fag 6= ;. This ends
the proof of the theorem.
3. Concatenation of processes
Concatenation is a sequential composition, meant as juxtaposition of two processes
with \gluing up" some maximal places of the left process with identically labelled
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minimal places of the right process (label of a place hx; ki is x). Not always,
however, such composition eects in a meaningful process, that is, such one for
which a generating ring sequence exists. Moreover, for innite left processes, the
juxtaposition would require introducing \transnite" processes, a concept of lower
intuitive appeal than that of \real" processes presenting records of nets’ activities.
Sometimes, as Example 3.1 shows, combining one-by-one innite processes
yields intuitively obvious result. We aim at rigorous concept of concatenation, sim-
ple and concise, but capturing all these intuitive requirements. To this end, condi-
tions (i) and (ii) from Theorem 2.2 are essentially exploited. Dene an auxiliary
notion:
Denition 3.1 (: \-lift of "). Let ;  be nets over Y =X N, i.e. ; 
Y (pro-
cesses in particular), with 8x2  	(x)<1. By  is denoted  with each place
hx; ki 2Y replaced by hx; k+	(x)i (see Denition 2.6). Additionally, assume  =
Y
if =
Y _ 9x2  	(x) =1 and ; = ; for  6=
Y .
Proposition 3.1. For nets ; ; 
Y with Y =X N (processes in particular):
(a) ([ ) =  [ .
(b) 	[ (x) = max(	(x); 	(x)) for each x2X .
(c) 	(x) =	(x) +	(x) for each x2X:
Proof. (a) It may be assumed that 	(x)<1 for x 2  and for x2 , since
otherwise, both sides of (a) are 
Y . By Denition 3.1,  is  with each hx; ki 2Y
replaced by hx; k +	(x)i and  is  with each hx; ki 2Y replaced by hx; k +	(x)i.
Hence,  [  is [  with each hx; ki 2Y [Y replaced by hx; k + 	(x)i. Since
Y [Y =Y[ , then by Denition 3.1 we obtain (a).
(b) 	[ (x) = supfk: hx; ki 2Y[ g= supfk: hx; ki 2Y [Yg= max(supfk: hx; ki
2Yg; supfk: hx; ki 2Yg) = max(	(x); 	(x)).
(c) 	(x) = supfk: hx; ki 2Yg= (by Denition 3:1) supfj+	(x): hx; ji 2Yg=
supfj: hx; ji 2Yg+	(x) =	(x) +	(x).
Denition 3.2 (Concatenation). For processes ; 
Y with Y =XN, concatenation
 is dened as
=

[  if  \ n= ;= \ n;

Y else:
Before we show that the concatenation is well dened, that is, it yields a process
distinct from 
Y , when its arguments are not 
Y and meet conditions (i) and (ii)
from Theorem 2.2, and before proving associativity of concatenation, let us illustrate
it by:
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Example 3.1.
Bold italic numerals 1; 2; 3; : : : are labels of places h1; 1i; h2; 1i; h3; 1i; : : : in processes 
and  and labels of places h1; 0i; h2; 0i; h3; 0i; : : : in process :
	(a) =	(b) =1; 	(c) =	(1) =	(2) =	(3) =    = 1; 	(d) = 0:
This example shows that  6=
Y may occur for innite . Note that =
Y .
Theorem 3.1. If ; 
Y are processes over Y =X N then 
Y is a process.
Unless 
Y ;  is generated by a ring sequence w; whose existence has been stated
in Theorem 2:2.
Proof. If =
Y _ =
Y _ \ n 6= ; _  \ n 6= ; _ :8x2  	(x)<1
then =
Y Suppose u= q1q2 : : : 2 FSX , v=p1p2 : : : 2FSX , = pr(u), = pr(v);
\ n = ;,  \ n= ;, 8x2  	(x)<1, =   = [ . To show that
 is a process over Y , we have to nd a ring sequence w2FSX , with = pr(w). We
claim that w constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.2, i.e.
w= q1 : : : qn1p1qn1+1 : : : qn2p2qn2+1 : : : qnkpk qnk+1 : : : qnk+1
wk
is such a sequence (for the meaning of numbers nk refer to the proof of Theorem 2.2).
On account of this theorem, w 2 FSX ; thus, by Denition 2.4 (of processes) and by
qj \ pk = ; for j>nk (k = 1; 2; : : :):
pr(w) =
n1S
j=1
fqujj 2
Y g[ fpw11 g[
n2S
j=n1+1
fqujj 2
Y g[ fpw22 g
[    [
nkS
j=nk−1+1
fqujj 2
Yg[ fpwkk g[ : : : ;
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where uj = q1q2 : : : qj; wk = q1 : : : qn1p1qn1+1 : : : qn2p2qn2+1 : : : qnkpk : Thus, pr(w) =Sjuj
j=1fqujj 2
Y g[
Sjvj
k=1fpwkk 2
Y g.
By denition of  and , = pr(u) =
Sjuj
j=1fqujj 2
Y g and =
Sjvj
k=1fpvkk 2
Y g where
vk =p1p2 : : : pk . By Denition 2.4 (of processes), p
wk
k is pk with each place x2 pk
replaced by hx; wk(x)i. But by qj \ pk = ; for j>nk (k = 1; 2; : : :) and denition
of wk(x) (Denition 2.3), wk(x) = vk(x) +	(x). Hence p
wk
k is pk with each x2 pk
replaced by hx; vk(x)+	(x)i, which implies, by denition of ,  =
Sjvj
k=1fpwkk 2
Y g.
Finally, =  := [  = pr(w)2PR, which ends the proof.
As a preparation to a proof of associativity of concatenation (Theorem 3.2(a)), we
need:
Lemma 3.1.  :( :) =
Y if and only if ( :) :=
Y .
Proof. For =
Y _ =
Y _ =
Y _  :=
Y _  :=
Y the lemma holds evi-
dently. Suppose then  6=
Y ^  6=
Y ^  6=
Y ^  : 6=
Y ^  : 6=
Y . If 	(x) =1
for a certain x2 ( :) then  :( :) =
Y . In this case, since ( :) =  [ , we
have x2  _ x2 , but x =2  (because 	(x) =1 and  : 6=
Y ), hence x2 .
Since x2 , we conclude 	 :(x) =1, which implies ( :) :=
Y . Similarly, we
check that if 	 :(x) =1 for a certain x2  then ( :) :=
Y holds and this im-
plies  :( :) =
Y . Suppose, then, also that 8x2 ( :) :	(x)<1 and 8x2 	 :
(x)<1. By Denition 3.2 (of concatenation), what remains to be shown is (a)^ (b),
(c)^ (d) where
(a) ( :)\ n = ;;
(b)  \ ( :)n( :) = ;;
(c) \ ( :)n( :) = ;,
(d) ( :) \ n= ;:
Equivalently, we show that (a0)_ (b0), (c0)_ (d0) where
(a0) 9x : [x2 ( :)^ x2 n];
(b0) 9x : [x2  ^ x2 ( :)n( :)];
(c0) 9x : [x2 ^ x2 ( :)n( :)];
(d0) 9x : [x2 ( :) ^ x2n]:
Let (a0) hold. From x2 ( :)^ x2 n we infer x2 , since x =2 . The latter
holds indeed, since x2  would imply x2 \ n, hence \ n 6= ; and by
Denition 3.2 we would have  :=
Y . But x =2  either, because if x2  then, by
x2  ^ x =2  and by the obvious fact that x may occur at most once among minimal
(maximal) stripped places of a process, we would arrive to x =2 ( :) { a contradiction.
From x2 n and x =2  we infer x =2 ( :), hence x2 ( :)n( :), implying
that (c0) holds.
Let (b0) hold. x2  ^ x2 ( :)n( :) implies x =2 . Indeed, if x2  then
x2 n (since x2 ( :)n( :)), hence  \n 6= ; and by Denition 3.2 (of
concatenation) we would have  :=
Y . Thus x =2  which implies x2 n (be-
cause ( :) = [ ). Since x2  ^ x =2  implies x2 ( :), then (d0) holds.
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Therefore, we proved (a0)_ (b0)) (c0)_ (d0). Reverse implication is proved analo-
gously.
Theorem 3.2 (and notation: processes 0 and 1). (a)  :( :) = ( :) :; Concatena-
nation of processes is associative. (b) 
Y :=  :
Y =
Y ; 
Y is a zero (anihilating)
process for concatenation; denoted 0. (c) ; :=  :;= ; ; is a unit (neutral) process
for concatenation; denoted 1.
Proof. (a) By Lemma 3.1 we conne ourselves to the case when both sides of the
equality are distinct from 
Y . By Denition 3.2 (of concatenation),  :( :) = [ ( :)
= [ ([ ) = (by Proposition 3.1(a)) [[(). On the other hand, ( :) :
=  :[  : = [  [  :. Thus, what suces to be shown is () =  :. Apply-
ing Denition 3.1 twice (of lift) we conclude that () is  with each hx; ki 2Y
replaced by hx; k +	(x) +	(x)i. On the other hand,  : is  with each hx; ki 2Y
replaced by hx; k + 	 :(x)i. But 	 :(x) =	[ (x) = (by Proposition 3.1(b))
max(	(x); 	(x)) = (by Proposition 3.1(c)) max(	(x); 	(x)+	(x)) =	(x)+	(x).
Hence,  : is  with each hx; ki 2Y replaced by hx; k + 	(x) + 	(x)i. Therefore
() =  :.
(b) and (c): Follow directly from Denition 3.2 (of concatenation). This ends the
proof.
Before we conclude this section with some corollaries (their simple proofs are left
as exercises) from Denition 3.2 and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, let us make precise notion
of innite concatenation:
Denition 3.3 (Innite concatenation). For the innite sequence of processes n 2PR;
n2Nnf0g the innite concatenation: 1 :2 :    :n : : : : is dened as 1 [ 12 [    [
(: : : (n−1n )n−2 : : :)1 [ : : : if (1 :2 :    :n)\n+1nn+1=;=n+1\(1 :2 :    :n)
n(1 :2 :    :n) for all n2Nnf0g and 1 :2 :    :n : : : = 0 otherwise.
Let us also recall a standard notation: 
X ; 
!X { the set of all nite and, respectively,
innite sequences of transitions over X and denote 
!X =
X [
!X .
Proposition 3.2. (a) If u2
X ; v2
!X then pr(uv) = pr(u) :pr(v)
(b) Any process is a nite or innite concatenation of elementary processes; that
is; 0 or 1 or pr(q); for a certain transition q2
X
(c) Let u; u0 2
X ; v; v0 2
!X ; pr(u0) = pr(u); pr(v0) = pr(v). Then pr(u0v0) = pr(uv).
(d) For any processes ; ; ;  such that  := : there exist processes 1; 2; 3; 4;
with = 1 :2; = 3 :4; = 1 :3; = 2 :4. Pictorially:
This is an analogue of the Levi Lemma [11] for processes.
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Proofs of (a){(c) are simple and can be found in [4]; a proof of (d) can be found
in [10].
4. Process languages and analysis=synthesis problems
In accordance with Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the set of all processes PR with concatena-
tion is a semigroup with distinguished elements 1 and 0. This semigroup hPR;  ; 1; 0i
yields algebra of its subsets, i.e. process languages. For A; BPR; dene A :B=
f :: 2A^ 2Bg; A= Sn>0 An where A0 = f1g; An+1 =A :An (n>0). Here, the
star denotes the ordinary iteration of process concatenation. The algebra h2PR ;[;\; : ; ;
f1g; f0gi is a counterpart of the algebra of languages of nite strings and a number
of algebraic laws are readily transferable from the latter, whilst some are not. For
instance, for any process languages A; B; C PR:
(1) A :f1g= f1g :A=A:
(2) A :f0g= f0g :A= f0g for A 6= ;:
(3) A :;= ; :A= ;.
(4) f1g= ;= f1g.
(5) f0g= f1; 0g:
(6) (A [B)= (A[B):
(7) A :A=A:
(8) PR :PR = PR:
(9) A :(B :C) = (A :B) :C:
(10) A :(B[C) =A :B[A :C.
(11) AB)A :C B :C ^C :AC :B:
(12) A :B= ;)A= ;_B= ;.
(13) A :B= f1g)A= f1g^B= f1g:
(14) The least solution of the equation R=A :R[B is R=A :B.
(15) The least solution of the equation R=R :A[B is R=B :A.
(16) The general solution of the equation R=A :R[B is R=A :(B[ @(A) :C).
(17) The general solution of the equation R=R :A[B is R= (B[ @(A) :C) :A,
where C is an arbitrary process language and
@(A) =
( f1g if 12A;
; if 1 =2A:
The proofs are straightforward and are left as exercises. Note that equations in (14){
(17) may be extended to systems of equations: where a vector R of process languages
is looked for. Unlike in the algebra of linear word languages, for some non-empty
and distinct from f1g and f0g process languages A, the language A may happen to
be nite, e.g. for A= ffha; 0i! !hb; 1igg, we have A= f1; 0; fha; 0i! !hb; 1igg,
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which shows that not every law of string languages holds for process languages. Ob-
viously, for APR;
A= f2PR: there are 1; 2; : : : ; n 2A; with = 1 :2 :    :ng[ f1g
Let us dene
A! = f2PR: there are 1; 2; : : : (innitely many)2A; with = 1 :2 : : : :g;
A! =A [A!
This allows to extend the above algebra by appending \!" to it:
PLA = h2PR ;[;\; : ; ; !; f1g; f0gi (Process Language Algebra)
Now, analysis and synthesis problems for process languages and nets may be formulated
and solved. These problems, probably the most important in the classic theory of formal
(string) languages and automata, have simpler solutions for process languages in the
theory presented here. Recall that processes and their sets, i.e. process languages, have
been dened regardless of any generating devices. But nets, in a natural way, are such
devices. Synthesis problem consists in nding such a net, given a process language,
while analysis { conversely. Let us make this precise.
Denition 4.1 (Generation). Let U 
X be a net and let s0 X be a state. Denote
PR[U ] = fpr(u): u2U!g, with U! =U [U! where U; U! are, respectively, the
set of all nite and innite sequences of transitions from U . We say that PR[U ] is the
process language generated by a net U . Denote PR[U; s0] = fpr(u): u2U! ^ there
exists a u-computation s0; s1; s2; : : : (see Denition 2.3)g. We say that PR[U; s0] is the
process language generated by U starting from initial state s0.
The analysis problems are then:
(A1) Given net U 
X nd a process language PR[U ].
(A2) Given net U 
X with initial state s0 X , nd a process language PR[U; s0].
One would like, however, to have these formulations more specic, since it is not
known how the net U is given and how the process language is to be presented. For
the rest of this paper we assume that jU j<1, thus U is given by nite enumeration of
its transitions, and that process languages are presented by expressions in the algebra
PLA. A solution to the problems (A1) and (A2) is provided by:
Theorem 4.1. For each net U 
X and state s0:
(AA1) PR[U ] = fpr(q): q2Ug!.
(AA2) PR[U; s0] = PR[U ]\fpr(u): there exists a u-computation s0; s1; s2; : : :g.
Proof. (AA1)
PR[U ] = fpr(u): u2U!g= f2PR: 9u2U!= pr(u)g (1)
= f2PR: 9q1; q2; : : : 2U u= q1q2 : : : ^ = pr(u)g
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= (by Proposition 3:2(b))
= f2PR: 9q1; q2; : : : 2U = pr(q1) :pr(q2) : : : :g
= f2PR: 91; 2; : : : 2fpr(q): q2Ug:= 1 :2 : : : :g=fpr(q): q2Ug!:
(AA2)
PR[U; s0] = fpr(u): u2U! ^ there exists a u-computation s0; s1; s2; : : :g
= fpr(u): u2U!g\ fpr(u): there exists a u-computation s0; s1; s2; : : :g
= PR[U ]\fpr(u): there exists a u-computation s0; s1; s2; : : :g
It should be noticed that PR[U ]\f2PR: = s0gPR[U; s0]PR[U ]\f2PR:
 s0g
Calling by \PLA-algebraic" a process language representable by an expression (in
PLA) with arguments being elementary processes, we have:
Corollary 4.1. A process language generated by a nite net is PLA-algebraic.
Finally, let us proceed to the synthesis problems. To shorten notation, denote for
A; BPR: AB i Anf1; 0g=Bnf1; 0g, that is, i A and B dier at most by 1 or 0.
The synthesis problems are:
(S1) Given a process language LPR, decide whether there exists a net U 
X with
PR[U ]L and if yes { nd such U .
(S2) Given a process language LPR, decide whether there exists a net U 
X and
a state s02X with PR[U; s0]L and if yes { nd such U and s0.
To provide some solutions, we need an auxiliary notion:
Denition 4.2 (Folding). Let 2PR and let = pr(u) with u= q1q2 : : : (qj2
X ). Fold-
ing of process  is dened as FOLD[] = fqj: j= 1; 2; : : :g. That is, folding of  is the
set of its transitions, i.e. elementary processes, projected onto X (e.g., projection of
ha; 0i! !hb; 1i onto X is a! ! b).
The partial solutions to the problems (S1) and (S2) is provided by:
Theorem 4.2. For each process language LPR:
(SS1) If there exists a net U such that PR[U ]L then U =S2L FOLD[].
(SS2) If there exists a net U and a state s0 such that PR[U; s0]L then U is such
as in (SS1) and s0 =
S
2L
.
Proof. (SS1) Let U be a net with PR[U ]L. By (AA1) in Theorem 4.1, PR[U ] =
fpr(q): q2Ug!L. This means that L consists of all nite and innite concatenations
of elementary processes from the set fpr(q): q 2 Ug. Thus, by Denition 4.2, this set,
when projected onto X (i.e. when we strip of k every place hx; ki, k2f0; 1g, occurring
in it), yields
S
2L FOLD[]. On the other hand { by Denition 2.4 (of processes) and
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the very meaning of projection { projecting fpr(q): q2Ug onto X yields U , which
ends the proof of (SS1).
(SS2) Let U be a net and s0 { a state with PR[U; s0]L. By (AA2) in Theorem 4.1,
LPR[U ]\fpr(u): there exists a u-computation s0; s1; s2; : : :g. This equation is obvi-
ously satised by U =
S
2L FOLD[] and s0 =
S
2L
, which ends the proof.
One may say that a process language L is recognizable by nets i the assumption
in (SS1) of Theorem 4.2 holds and recognizable by nets with initial state i the
assumption in (SS2) holds.
Example 4.1. Theorem 4.2 decides that the process language L= fha; 0i! !hb; 1i;
hb; 0i! !ha; 1ig is not recognizable by nets, since U =S2L FOLD[] generates
much more than L contains. Indeed, U = fa! ! b; b! ! ag, thus
PR[U ] = f1; 0; ha; 0i! !hb; 1i; hb; 0i! !ha; 1i; ha; 0i
! !hb; 1i! !ha; 1i; hb; 0i! !ha; 1i! !hb; 1i; : : :g
[fha; 0i! !hb; 1i! !ha; 1i!
: : : ; hb; 0i! !ha; 1i! !hb; 1i!   g:
Hence PR[U ]nf1; 0g 6=Lnf1; 0g
Example 4.2. Let L be a process language consisting of the disconnected innite pro-
cess:
ha; 0i! !hb; 1i! !hc; 1i! !ha; 2i! !hb; 3i! !hc; 3i! !   
=
hc; 0i! !ha; 1i! !hb; 2i! !hc; 2i! !ha; 3i! !hb; 4i! !   
along with all its nite prexes. L is not recognizable by nets, but it is recogniz-
able by nets with initial state. Indeed, LPR[U; s0] = PR[U ]\fpr(u): there exists a u-
computation s0; s1; s2; : : :g where U is the net in Example 2.3 and s0 = fa; cg.
5. Concluding remarks
Although such issues like causal dependence (and its opposite { concurrency), rela-
tion between string and process languages or branching processes are not in the main
stream of this paper’s subject, let us make some comments on the issues.
5.1. Causal dependence and concurrency
In the setting pursued here, notions of causal dependence and concurrency of events
in a process are strainghtforwardly formulated. Recall (Denition 2.4) that events {
elementary constituents of processes { are occurrences of transitions over X . Thus, they
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are themselves transitions, but over X N. Consequently, for an event e= (ANA; B
NB) with A; BX; NA;NBN, denote e=ANA; e =BNB; e = e [ e.
Denition 5.1. Let e and f be events in a process . We say that event e causally
precedes (or equals) f in , written e6f, i e=f or there are events e0; e1; : : : ;
en (n>0) in , satisfying e= e0, f= en and 8j2f1; : : : ; ng [ej−1 \ ej 6= ;_
9x; k:(hx; ki2ej−1 ^ hx; k + 1i2ej )]. Events e and f in  are causally dependent i
either e6 f or f6 e and concurrent i they are not causally dependent.
Note that the right operand of the disjunction \_ " in this denition is introduced
for the case of disconnected processes { see Example 4.2. It is easy to verify that
causal precedence is a partial order in a process: e6 e and (e6 f^f6 g)) e6 g
are obvious, (e6 f ^ f6 e)) e=f follows from the cycle-freeness of graphs-
processes and from increasing numbering of transition occurrences, i.e. events. Exam-
ples of causally dependent or concurrent events are the following: hc; 0i! !ha; 1i
and hb; 3i! !hc; 3i in the process  in Example 4.2 are causally dependent. Events
(fhb; 1ig; fha; 1i; h1; 1ig) and (fh3; 1i; hc; 2ig; fhd; 2ig) in the process : in Exam-
ple 3.1 are causally dependent, while events (fha; 1ig; fhb; 2i; h2; 1ig) and (fh1; 1i;
hc; 1ig; fhd; 1ig) are concurrent.
In the process:
events hb; 1i! !hd; 1i and hc; 1i! !he; 1i are concurrent.
Concurrency may be characterized as follows: events e and f in a process  are
concurrent i they are in the cut (cf. [1, 18, 21]) determined by a certain factorization
of : = :.
5.2. String languages and process languages
The main feature of the process denition in Section 2 is its independence of any
generative device, i.e. a net in our case. This allows for collecting processes into
sets, that is formal languages of processes, and considering issues like characteriza-
tion of process languages possessing generative nets or generative \process grammars"
of some classes. Instead of hunting for more analogies between the classic theory of
formal string languages and process languages, let us compare their capability of rep-
resenting concurrent behaviour. Consider the set FSX of all ring sequences over X
(Denition 2.3). Each string u2FSX may be regarded as a linearly written record of
an observation of a system’s fragmentary behaviour. The record is supplied by an ob-
server who can see only transition rings, i.e. events. The same fragmentary behaviour
may yield a dierent linear record supplied by another observer. The order of some
events in the linear records may be, then, an artifact of a subjective observation, not
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the objective fact following from system specication. The task is to extract from all
these linear records, i.e. ring sequences, an objective account, or representation, of
the (fragmentary) behaviour. This task is known as modelling \true concurrency" and,
in our setting, such account is a process constructed in Denition 2.4. Two problems
should be touched here: (1) how to characterize the set of ring sequences yielding one
process and (2) how to characterize sets of processes, i.e. a class of process languages,
for which a generative net exists.
5.2.1. Set of ring sequences generating one and the same process
Theorem 5.1. Let u and v be ring sequences over X . Dene the relation ’ between
them by u ’ v i u= u0qpu00 ^ v= u0pqu00 ^ q \ p = ;, for some strings u0; u00 of
transitions and some transitions q; p. Let
’ (an equivalence) be the reexive and
transitive closure of ’. Then, u ’ v i pr(u) = pr(v).
The theorem is proved in [4] (in the formalism of cause{eect structures).
We have, thus, the full characterization: there is the 1{1 correspondence between
processes and equivalence classes of relation
’. To express another fact concerning a
link of a process with strings of transitions, let us denote by (v) a permutation of
v= q1q2 : : : qn i.e. (v) = q(1)q(2) : : : q(n) where  is a permutation of 1; 2; : : : ; n.
Theorem 5.2. Let u and v= q1; q2 : : : qn (n>1; qj2
X ) be nite strings of transi-
tions, w { a nite or innite string of transitions, and let uvw2FSX . The following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) qi \ qj = ; for 16i6n; 16j6n; i 6= j.
(b) u(v)w2FSX for any permutation  of v.
(c) pr(uvw) = pr(u(v)w) for any permutation  of v.
The proof may be found in [3] (in the formalism of cause{eect structures).
String languages as models of non-sequential behaviour (interleaving semantics) con-
tain, then, lots of information irrelevant to the \true" behaviour. This is avoided in case
of process languages (partial order semantics). An impressive discussion of relationship
between interleaving and causal models of behaviour may be found in [8].
5.2.2. Net-generable process languages
A simple condition for a process language to possess a generative net is based
on Denition 3.2 (of concatenation), specically, on conditions (i) and (ii) in Theo-
rems 2.1 and 2.2. Roughly speaking, a process language L has a generative net (without
initial state) if and only if for each decomposition = : of any non-zero process 2L,
processes ;  are in L and conversely: non-zero concatenation of any processes from L
belongs to L. This property, called \net-completeness", as well as closure properties of
net-complete process languages, is left for more thorough treatment to a separate paper
(but note that it provides a complete solution to the synthesis problem partially solved
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in Theorem 4.2). A related problem concerning existence of recognizing devices for
Mazurkiewicz trace languages, is considered in [16].
5.3. Process languages and branching processes
There are numerous understandings of the term \process", even in the theoretical
computing science, where two kinds of meaning may be distinguished: (1) process as
a single run or computation in a system (or an account of a run described on a desir-
able abstraction level) { partial or complete and (2) process as a structure representing
a collection of potential runs. In the rst case, processes do not comprise conicts,
regardless of their description tool. This meaning, adopted by the Petri net approach
and, hence, in this paper, implies the lack of branching from=to places (conditions) in
processes. In the second case, some semantic description tools admit conicts in pro-
cesses. Examples are formalism of event structures [25, 26] and (equivalent in a sense)
of behaviour structures [19]. The problem of correspondence between our process lan-
guages and such \branching processes" like event structures, may be approached as
follows.
Firstly, note that the
’-equivalence classes (Theorem 5.1) of ring sequences com-
posed of transitions from a given nite set U (a net) are Mazurkiewicz traces [14]
over a concurrent alphabet (U; I) with independence relation I given by (q; p)2I i
q \ p = ;. Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 5.1, there is a 1{1 correspondence be-
tween nite processes { understood as in Denition 2.4 { and traces represented by
ring sequences over U . Hence, with the process language L= PRn[U ], i.e. the set
of nite processes generated by U , is associated a trace language describing identi-
cal semantics. Secondly, the so-called \representation theorem for trace structures" in
[15] implies a 1{1 correspondence between traces of the kind afore-said and nite
congurations in an event structure built up from a given trace language. Hence, it is
possible to construct from a process language L an event structure describing identical
semantics. Thirdly, if the mentioned results could be extended to the case of innite
ring sequences and congurations (of event structures), one would claim that any net-
complete process language has its counterpart event structure such that both represent
the same semantics of a certain system.
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